
Beginning From Jerusalem
Part Six: Writing a History of Christianity's Beginnings

In this opening section Dunn, demonstrating a profound mastery of primary and secondary 
sources, examines 'The Quest for the Historical Church' (ch. 20), and 'The Sources' (ch. 21).   Dunn sets 
the methodological agenda and, in my opinion, rightly notes that '… there is no single term which 
served to designate or describe those who participated in the sequel to the death of Jesus and its 
immediate aftermath' (p. 15).

Use of the term 'Christianity' is anachronistic.  What would the early believers have called 
themselves?  And what would outsiders have called them?  Dunn surveys the possibilities.  '… the 
Christianity which was beginning to emerge in the early 30's was not a single thing but a whole 
sequence of relationships, of emerging perspectives of attitude and belief, of developing patterns of 
interaction and worship, of conduct and mission' (p. 16).

The bulk of chapter 20, then, is a summary of the history of research concerning the 'quest of 
the historical church'.  Dunn asks the most appropriate question at the conclusion of that chapter: '… 
how and why did Christianity emerge from Second Temple Judaism?  With its corollary: in emerging 
more fully into the Hellenistic world, to what extent did the new movement change in character and 
become something different?' (p. 51).

There is, one must admit, nothing new here.  Dunn has merely recapitulated the status  
questionis.   Will Chapter 21, 'The Sources', contain new material?  Actually, it does.  And it offers a 
few thought provoking snippets very much worth pondering.

After looking at the usual extra-canonical sources (like Josephus and Epictetus and Tacitus, 
etc.), Dunn turns to the Acts of the Apostles.  The usual 'when, where, and why' queries are posed and 
answered in somewhat of a traditional way.  Acts is historically valuable and should not be lightly 
dismissed, so long as we take into consideration Luke's purpose.  'What would Luke's readers have 
expected from him?  How would they have read Acts' (p. 73).  Fair enough.  Though I don't share 
Dunn's historical credulity.

Dunn is particularly interested in the Speeches of Acts and goes into great detail in examining 
them.  He remarks, 'However much Peter's first sermon owes to Luke's compositional technique, it is 
very likely that he was able to draw on very early sources for his composition' (p. 91).  I think it safe to 
say that many will not share that point of view.  Indeed, the speeches seem to be wholly Luke's.  But 
Dunn continues 'Luke would have had little difficulty in finding older teachers and elders who could 
still recall these emphases and arguments of earlier days …  My claim, then, is that a thesis along these 
lines makes best sense of all the evidence available to us in the speeches of Acts' (p. 98).   But in point 
of fact the argument that makes the best sense and suffers the less speculation is the suggestion that 
Luke composed the sermons and placed them in the speaker's mouths to further his theological 
Tendenz.  Dunn is, it seems to me, simply seeing more than is there.  Or at least more than there is 
evidence of.

Next, it's Paul's letters which come in as sources for the development of early Christianity. 
Dunn takes the traditional 7 as genuine and adds Colossians, which he intriguingly notes 'the rather 
distinctive vocabulary may well indicate that Paul (in prison) left the framing of the letter to someone 
else (Timothy?) but was able to show his approval (and authorization) by appending his own words at 
the end' (p. 100).  Perhaps so.  And it does make excellent sense of the historical milieu.  

The section concludes, after a consideration of the Jesus material (for which one can essentially 
consult volume one of the series), with a procedural note.  'In effect, what might have been a large 
chapter on 'The Historical Context' will be broken up and its items treated severally so far as is 
necessary to understand better the developments which were taking place at each stage of development' 
(p. 130).



Dunn is, as I suggested at the beginning of this review, master of the sources both primary and 
secondary.  He sets the stage for the remainder of the book quite thoroughly (as one would expect of 
Dunn).  Now we will simply have to see if he is able to clarify the development of Christianity 
according to his own criteria.


